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29-Jan-17 10:00am @*$ 25ᴼ
It was time to start a new issue. It was time to
go to Starbucks. I guess it is time to do whatever
you are doing or you wouldn’t be doing it. After
all I am a Doer of Things. I have been since at
least 1979. [doerofthings coin pic]
I finished going through the last issue so I need
to go home and makes the changes in the
computer. I am starting to get cold sitting here is
another reason to go home. I think it is time!

31-Jan-17 2:38am @Home 37⁰
Maybe spring will come earlier this year. It is
37⁰ and Jan. 31st.

Checking In
I am starting to get some feedback from me
readers. I received this form Jon. I used to work
with Jon at Knaack. He left there a couple years
before I retired. I hear from him occasionally. It is
always nice to hear from old friends.

Written, Edited, and Published by Marty Metras

“…
Alls the same. You actually had some influence on my
decision to start working out again. The scale was also a
motivator. And my wife! LOL
No traveling, the job is keeping my financial head
above water…but my oldest is 3 years from
college. Not ready for that at all. My second oldest is
now 12 and will be 13 in July. She was born when I was
at Knaack. Actually I saw one good movie but more
bad ones.
I really enjoyed watching Me before You. Sad romance
type story…not bad. Not good rotten tomatoes but it hit
a chord with me for some reason. Blue Valentine, got
fantastic rotten tomato score. Did not like the film at all.
That’s it…just wanting spring.
…”
Source: Email from Jon

4-Feb-17 3:41pm @home 30⁰
I got detartrated and still now. I am looking for
a program I can put on my Linux server that is a
photo album controller. That lets me put at least
© 2017 Martin E. Metras

Sometime in 1999 I started have random thought. I figured I need to put then to paper. Eighteen years’ later it is still happening!

Date/Year, Person, location, and a description.
Maybe let me print the album as a book too.
I am sure there is a program for that out there
somewhere. I must just find it.

5-Feb-17 6:31pm @home 29⁰
I hate computers today! Anyway, I am
frustrated. I was watching some dumb videos on
the internet and I thought I was on a dial up
modem again. The kept stopping and I started
troubleshooting the problem. I thought it was
something I was doing or problems with my
laptop.
Finally, I did a speed test on the internet. I am
paying for speeds something like 16 megabits
and it measures something like 0.05 megabits.
That is a little slower lot slower! 
I just checked it again and it is up to 5
megabits. It is slow and fast and slow and fast
then slow again. I got slow enough for my Netflix
to shut down.
I tried resetting everything on my end and
decided it is the internet itself that is slow. Maybe
it is time to think about another service. Maybe
grab a book and read it.
Maybe it is time me to hit the road for a while.
At least go to Iowa for coffee. Well, let’s see it is
working again.

10-Feb-17 9:13am @*$ 27ᴼ
It is warmer today. It got COLD yesterday. But
what the hey, its winter!
I have been up here is a while. I thought they
might have forgot my and by now. That was not
the case. Sue even remembered that it was
around this time when I walked across Spain.
What she could not believe was it has almost
been 5 year. I am almost sure I will not be going
again this year. Almost!
I am sure I will be going on a driving vacation
later. I need a couple nice days to clean out the
Camper. Then I will check out all the equipment
to make sure it is working. Being idle for 3-4 yeas
isn’t the best thing to do. I turned on the furnace
to warm it up a little inside. Then I went to the
stove and it did not light. Maybe the gas is still
turned off. Or it leaked out. I turned off the
furnace. Don’t need that blower pushing the
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cold air. All the stuff needs to be checked out
when the weather is better.
It is forecasted to be in the forties the next few
days so maybe I will get out there to work on the
Camper. Or maybe I’ll wait ‘til July. ☺ I don’t
want to rush into this!

Pilgrimage Creations Newsletters
Mike has started up his newsletter again. You
can see it at
http://www.walkingwithawareness.com/newslett
ers.htm.
Mike tells about the Starbucks at Heathrow
Airport, London. It looks the same as when I was
there in 2012. They had a lot of angels helping
them on their trip to India. Keep those
newsletters coming, Mike!

Metras’ Mom’s 100th
I have sent out the first Mom’s 100 th
newsletter. And the second request to confirm
you want to be on the email list. You will get the
“Mom's 100th email list” email until you confirm
or unsubscribe to be on the list. I will send this out
about once a month until April 1st. At that point I
will remove your email address the list. The next
notice will be sent out March 7th.If you never got
the confirming email just go to http://martymetras.com/moms100th/newsletter/ and resign
up.
I will send out the next “Mom’s 100th
Newsletter” in the next couple days. Be on the
lookout for it!

Starbucks
I have been sitting back here in the corned
and everyone found me. So much for thinking I
could hide back here! ☺

12-Feb-17 9:02am @*$ 37ᴼ
Happy Birthday Abe Lincoln. Oh, Charles
Darwin too.
Who do you share your birthday? I share
December 12th with Frank Sinatra (1915-1998).
Melody, Teri, Linda’s sister, and Gene. I looked
then up on my list at
http://www.martysrandomthoughts.com/Birthda
ys.txt . It says I updated it August 21st. I wonder
what year that was. Remember when I used to

keep the birthday current? I must have gotten
distracted.
That’s funny it is on the MRT site. I thought it
was on DoerOfThings.com. I wonder how many
copies I have out there¿ I’ll have to check that
out some day.
I think it is time I update my Birthday list and
put it in one place so “I” can find it easier. Then I
can make it available for you. Then I will start
updating it. At one time, I was thinking I need at
least one birthday for each day of the year. I
have 270 on the list right now. There are a few
events but most are birthdays.

Search Tip
On google, you can search just one site by
using this kind of search; “birthday site:
Martysrandomthoughts.com”. I just tried it and it
only searched MartysRandonThoughts.com.
Now I can see if I can find my other
Birthday/Event lists.
I just tested the search by searching form
Marty on doerofthings.com and only found
about 232 results in 0.71 seconds. ☺
The one I just find looks to be from 2012. Is that
the newest birthday list? Not sure!

Camper
It is 40ᴼ. I think I should start cleaning out the
Camper. I know I must do some repairs before I
go anywhere. The LP gas valve does not turn.
Also, when I try to open the hood I have to fight
it. The Camper has been neglected which is not
good! It needs some TLC. It is time!

Gas Leak
I may have a LP gas leak on my Camper. I
checked and the valve was wide open and very
tight form sitting so long. I found a Gas sniffed
tool on the internet for less than $30.00. I wonder
if anyone has one I could use, so many tools I
buy to just use a couple of time and then can’t
find them and go buy another. When I go to put
the new tool away I put it right next to the old
one which is where I should have looked in the
first place. Does anyone have a portable gas
leak detection wand I could use?

19-Feb-17 9:10am @*$ 50ᴼ
Yes, it is only nine o’clock and it is 50ᴼ already.
The last three days have been 60’s. And the next
few days too! There is still a month before spring
arrives. I’ll take it!
As for the Gas detection, I bought one. I got it
in the mail yesterday. Along with a Carbon
monoxide (CO) sensor for the house. The last
one broke about ten years past. Since CO is a
colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas, I figured it
was time. The house has been sitting here since
at least 1901 and could have a CO problem I
don’t know about.
I looked for a good location and plugged it
in. It still reads zero. The maximum still reads zero
too. I guess I am OK. Today!
For the leak tester, I only unpacked it and
read the instructions. It about the size and shape
of a big pretzel. Well it is white. And very easy to
use. I checked around the stove and there are
no leaks on top. I will get in to it a little more
later.

EWT Project
I spent the latter end of last week making
some changes at EWT. Michelle had a little
money to spend so we put some trollies on the IBeam for the chains that hold the boxing bags.
Before we had the chains anchored to the
beam and they were in the way all the time.
Now when people are finished they can just roll
them out of the way. It took two people to lift
then and unhook them from the chain. The they
had to put somewhere out of the way. The only
safe place was on the other side of the gym.
Well spent money Michelle!
I am guessing I might get to help hang the
bags tomorrow! Oh well, it will be the last time.
I told Michelle she might need to knock out
the back wall soon. Some of the class are at
overflow levels.

Aunt Annie
I don’t know if I told you that Aunt Annie was
in the hospital last week for a few days. She is
home again and seems to be back to herself.
She invited me to pick her up for out Saturday
lunch. I wasn’t planning on going, I was working
at EWT. After I cooked my lunch she called
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again and asked me if I wanted pizza. By then I
was about done in for the day and was already
eating. Sorry Aunt Annie!
Maybe later today I will go and visit. I will at
lease call her!

Laundry Day
Today is laundry day. I have a lot of clothes
and a very big washer & dryer. That means I
don’t need to do laundry every day. When I
take of my clothes I toss the clothes if baskets
sorting them to wash them. When the basket it
full I wash them. In the case of sock, it is a long
time to fill that basket. I some time empty the
drawer where the clean clothes live and I must
wash anyway. Yes, I have a system to getting
this done.
Sometimes I get the clean clothes folded and
put away before I need something from the
drawer. Today all the baskets got full about the
same time. I will just wash everything today.
In most cases I can set the washing machine
to start after midnight when the electricity cost
less. Now that it is warmer I can start using the
clothes line. Then I have brought them in before
it rains. ☺
In any case, it is nice I can use my system and
don’t have someone to tell me it is time to do
the laundry.

Starbucks Service
When I first came into Starbucks today they
seemed slow. Then I notice the were making
coffee. Sometimes all the big pots seem to run
out at once. While I am waiting, I saw the
people were order lots of stuff that slows things
to make. Then I noticed that people were
ordering things like sandwiches.
A this point I decided it was going to be one
of those days and I should just watch and don’t
try to get in a hurry. I thought “Om!” and just
waited. When it was my turn I took it! Now I am
about ready to leave and all its back to normal.
☺ There are a lot of people that go through this
place!
I have been come here since 2009. Maybe it
is time for a change. Not because I am
unhappy. It is just that I need a change.

FoodShed.coop
I am an owner of the FoodShed.coop. I
haven’t talk much about it lately as we don’t
have a store yet.
Here is what I found in the newspaper:
Food Shed Co-op begins to scout McHenry County
locations for grocery store
Published: Saturday, Feb. 18, 2017 12:02 a.m. CST
By BRITTANY KEEPERMAN,
bkeeperman@shawmedia.com
WOODSTOCK – McHenry County’s community-owned
food co-op has begun scouting locations for its brick
and mortar store.
Food Shed Co-op wants to bring a community-owned
grocery store – which would sell mostly local, organic
foods – to McHenry County and has begun scouting
locations for its store after recently passing its ownership
goal.
The organization now wants to push for more owners
and recruit more farmers to source food for the store
once it opens. The timeline for an opening date still is
fluid, said Richard Passavant, vice president of the Food
Shed Co-op board.
“We’ve seen sites that would require ground-up work
and places that could be turnkey sites,” he said. “That
all goes into the business plan. We want to open sooner
than later, and we are making some headway.”
The grocery store would be open to everyone, but
owners would have a say in what products are sold and
also could receive benefits and discounts.
The focus of the co-op is to make organic, sustainable,
local food available in a commercial store. Food Shed
plans to have a deli, hot food section, pre-made meals,
produce and other grocery items, Passavant said.
The store likely will open in either Woodstock or Crystal
Lake. Food Shed completed a feasibility study that
indicated the store likely would be most successful in
Crystal Lake between Route 31 and Route 14, or in
Woodstock from Route 14 to Route 47, according to the
co-op’s website.
Founding owners must buy two shares of common stock
for $200. Payment plans are available, according to the
co-op. Right now, the group has about 570 members,
and officials are hopeful that those members can bring
in some friends, Passavant said.
“We really want to double ownership as we approach
announcing a new location,” he said. “We want to
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launch a one-plus-one campaign and grown
organically and exponentially.”
Laura Ehrman of Crystal Lake has been an owner with
the co-op for about two years, and she said she thinks
it’s important to support local food producers as well as
feed her family healthfully.
“We have young children, so we’re concerned about
food additives and saw this as a great resource for
families all over the county,” she said. “I see [ownership]
as a way to put a stake in the ground and say, ‘This is
what we want for our community and the future of our
community.’ ”
Food Shed holds regular community events where
residents can find out information about the community.
The co-op will be at Saturday’s winter Woodstock
Farmer’s Market, and it will host a Coffee and
Conversation session at 9 a.m. Feb. 25 at Conscious Cup
in Crystal Lake.
For information and upcoming events, visit Food Shed
Co-op’s website at www.foodshed.coop/events.
Source: http://www.nwherald.com

Cost of Living in India
Last week I wondered what the cost of living
was in India where Mike and Petra are living for
now. I know the exchange rate. One US Dollar
will exchange for 67.07 India Rupee. That is one
Rupee will buy 0.0149090 USD. That is all fine but
what can you buy? I put the question to Mike to
tell me what things cost in India. Below are the
emails he sent me.

Here is the first email from Mike
Here are some comparisons, or rather what things cost
here. You supply what each cost there--do not know
any more.

Don’t go to Starbucks or McDonalds
Tangerine in market 10 rupies - $0.15
Omelette (little smaller than yours) and toast 90 rupees –
$1.34
Toasted cheese sandwich 90 rupees – $1.34
Ice cream (2 big scoops) 165 rupees - $2.45
Ice cream (2 normal scoops) another place 90 rupees $1.34
Leiter of water store 20 rupees - $0.30
Leiter of water restaurant 50 rupees - $0.75
Train 90 km (55 mi.) third class (crowded) round trip 30
rupees - $0.45
Taxi to Mumbai airport from Lonavla for both of us
(about 120 mi.) 2,200 rupees - $32.83
Drumstick ice cream cone 25 rupees - $0.37
Ear doctor consultation in a modern hospital with
modern equipment (the ear looker-inner had a camera
in it) 500 rupees - $7.46
Ear drops 90 rupees - $1.34 (all medicine and health
costs much lower than US and the quality is usually very
good.)
A new Infield motorcycle (Indian made but sizeable—
700cc?) around 100,000 rupees - $1492.00

Does that help? You get the general idea. The true cost
of living here much less. If this is more than casual
interest, I could go to a store and price things. But these
are things I thought about as I sat here.

Winter is almost over.
Three pieces of buttered toast at a more expensive
place 85 Ripees -$1.36
Masalla tea at a more expensive place 55 Rupees $0.82 (note: coffee and tea are not refillable like the
US)
Masalla tea at a cheap place 12 Rupees - $0.18
Cup of coffee or tea at the temple 10 rupees
$0.15 (note: coffee is in smaller cups – 8 oz??)
Cup of coffee in normal restaurant 25 rupees - $0.37

Peace and Joy,
Mike Metras

Here is the Second email
I forgot our accommodations and our meal costs.
Here at Kalalyadhana (K’dham) the room with three
meals (good, solid food) and yoga an hour twice a day
(if you want it) costs 14,000 rupees a week—this week
that comes out to $29.77 a day for both of us together. If
you separate the meal costss (which they do not) the
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room is, for example, around $19 a day and the 6 meals
the other $10.88. If you want naturopathy (massages of
various types - at least 2 a day), add 3,000 rupies
($44.77) a week ($6.40). You have probably been in a
similar place in Sadona.
We stayed in a simple resort hotel a mile from the ocean
in Goa. The rooms were simple and clean with no
mosquitoes and hot showers any time of the day. There
was a shaded outside area to lounge in and read or
watch the buffalo, cormorants, pigs, and peacocks
wander in the next-door rice paddies. Breakfast was
served (for a price) every day, cooked by the woman
running the place. Hotel price: 1,000 rupees a day $17.97. But the breakfast was a better buy. They are
priced by the item but since we ate the same thing
most every day it is easy to see. We paid at the end of
our stay about $7.90 a day (about $4 each). I usually
had a large (by your restaurant standards) bowl of
oatmeal, a large bowl of fresh, fruit salad, and four 8ounce cups of tea. Petra had a little more variety:
Substitute an omelette or a boiled egg and bread for
my daily oatmeal. That’s indeed a buy for $4 each.
Yes, it is cheaper. But you have to get here and back
and you have to like the people and be able to tolerate
the extremes of everything: the dust ….. and crowdn
….and traffic ….and general lack of garbage control in
the streets and fields (we have more but we put it in
plastic bags and burry it). And if you are here in the
rainy season—it rains a lot in a month and a half—we
had 67 inches the one rainy season we were here in
southern India—everything was wet—always. Oh! Yes, it
gets hot too in other seasons—but we move around to
try to avoid the unpleasant seasons.
I’ll check gas as I go past the station walking into town
today—don’t have much use for that stuff.
Yes. You can put any or all of this in MTR.
Enough for this time. I’m off to breakfast. This will go to
you when I get to the internet point later this morning.

23-Feb-17 1:04pm @Home 42⁰
There were excited on the PBS radio station
this afternoon. Someone had found a solar
system that had 7 earth size planets in it. I was
driving so I didn’t get all the details.
I did hear that it was about 40 Light Years from
us. So, in a 747 airliner we could get there in just
29,156,622 years. Yup there are roughly
5,878,499,810,000 miles to a Light Year and the
747 travels about 920 MPH and we must travel 40
light years. That is about 235,139,992,400,000
miles.
I think I we will need to pack an overnight
bag! Anyone what to go along?
Our nearest star other them the sun, Alpha
Centauri, is about 4.24 Light years from here. At
the fastest speed, we can travel, 24,000 MPH, it
would take 118,473 years to get there. Maybe
we need pack a lunch!
At the speed-of-light it would take us 4.24
years. But we have not gone there fast, yet.
Wait, in Star Trek they travel a Warp speed.
How fast is that?
Here is what it says:
At max speed [warp 10] it will take us 300 years to get
back!". So according to Jordi at max warp the
enterprise can travel 2.75 million light years in 300 years.
That means the Enterprise can travel 9,166.66 light years
in 1 year (2,750,000/300). A light year is equal to
670,616,629mph.

How does this help me? If one light year is
670,616,629 mph… wait, it’s FAST!
Ok, I’ll move on now!

Peace and Joy,

24-Feb-17 8:41pm @home 30⁰

Mike Metras

Metras 7

india.walkingwithawareneess.com our India blog
PilgrimageCreations.com
WorksAndWords.com

I am still waiting for the cost of gasoline. It
would be a good measure for me.
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I sent out a Mom’s 100th Newsletter yesterday
to let everyone know that nothing was
happening. Tonight, I will be sending another
one that things are happening.
Tammy & Alex came over to talk about the
Family Album. I didn’t know that Tammy had
been doing the schools year book for years.
From what I saw you don’t want me to do it! So,
Tammy will be doing the layout for the Metras
Family album.

Hopefully we will have pictures of all the all of
us from Mom and Dad through the last off spring
for the family gathering on Aug 13th.
If you are one of the Metras 7 family, please
go to http://marty-metras,com/Moms100th and
register for the Mom’s 100th Newsletter. By
signing up you will get all the news of what we
are doing to celebrate Mom’s 100th.
There are 6 of the Metras 7. Of those 6 there
are there are 14 more. There those 14 have
some too. My head is spinning trying to figure this
out. There is somewhere around 50
Out of 50 of us and I only have 20% on the
Mom’s 100th List.

25-Feb-17 6:46am @*$ 18ᴼ
It is back! Winter that is. It is 18ᴼ and snow on
the ground. A week ago, we were starting to
plant our gardens and filling the pools. ☺ Not to
worry as they say 55ᴼ Tuesday. Sorry, they say
rain too!
Every time some come in here I get a blast of
cold air. You think I would be used to that by
now. I almost always sit in this spot. A sip of hot
tea helps with that.

Mom’s 100th
I need to look through my pictures to find a
dozen or so for the Family Album. I will remember
to have dates, names and descriptions for each
of them. I will let Tammy select which one she
wants to use.
Let’s think about this now while it on my mind
and by the 28th I should be ready.
I could find pictures every 10 years or of my
life that would get 7 pictures. Let’s see. They
should me major events in my life. Let me thing. I
was born! That could be one.
I was in the Soap-Box Derby, I bought my first
car, I walked across Spain, twice! I bought my
first house. Only house! I bought my first
motorhome. I have had 4 of them. There was the
’71 van that had a stove and furnace. The I
bought the 1971 Winnebago. After the
Winnebago died I bought a new Fleetwood.
That was a mistake! I put me to debit, got lousy

gas mileages, and I hardly ever used it. Now I
have a 1995 Chevy Roadtrek camper and I love
it!
I use the Camper for a van, truck and toolbox
more than a
camper. It
has all the
things a
good
motorhome
should
except for a
generator
and a TV.
Yes, it is a
little old. It
turns 23
years old this
year! And it
starts and
runs well.
When I last
This is the clean side of my Camper.
checked all
the camper
stuff worked.
Oh, Pictures! I was talking about pictures and
got side tracked. Well, I need to gather some
pictures.
Snowing again. The snow plow just drove by
spreading salt. ☺

5-Mar-17 7:59am @home 36⁰
I forgot all about this newsletter for a while and I
haven’t thought about it for a while Today, I
woke up and realized it was the fifth of March
already I figured I needed to at least to get
started on the proofing of it so it is available to
publish. So Here I am!

Follow up
•
•

I have a gas leak test. Just to get out there and
use it.
Jim & Cathy are in Hawaii
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This is a test: If you see this send me an email at mc@doerofthings.com

Marty Metras

Marty has always been a doer of things. For the last 50 years, has lived within a mile of the same place.
When he retired in 2007 decided it was time to travel and see the world. His brother was living in German.
Mike and his wife, Petra were planning to move back to the USA in a few months. Since he had only been
out of the United States once in the 1960s on a trip around Lake Michigan it would be a new adventure.
Mike and Petra told him he could walk across Spain while in Europe. Never being in a different country
and not being able to speak her languages there was a lot of fear. He tried to learn a little German and
Spanish. Then he committed to 5 days walking in Spain after Mike said he would walk with him for the first
week. Even after Petra & Mike said it would take 10 to 12 days walking on the Camino to decide if you are going the whole
790 kilometers (500 miles)
After a few days visiting with Mike & Petra, Marty and Mike headed off to Spain and started walking the Camino de
Santiago from Roncesvalles. This trip was Marty’s first book, “My Camino de Santiago Adventure.” Many things did not work
out for the best so Marty gave up and came home.
Then in 2012 Marty decided that he needed to finish something in his life. He booked a plane ride to France. He then
walked down to the train station from home and headed to the airport. On the walk to the train he decided he would not
turn back unless someone was injured. In the next 7 weeks, he did not have a bad day.
This book is all about Marty Walking the Walk in the spring of 2012
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Sometime in 1999 I started have random thought. I figured I need to put then to paper. Eighteen years’ later it is still happening!

